THE ART OF FUGUE
Pocket Score (complete) . . . 6/-
"The new edition is praiseworthy in every way. It has an extensive preface... Also included in a tale of principle subjects and counter-subjects." — Musical Express

FANTASIA CROMATICA
Arranged for Viola Solo by Zoltán Kodály, edited by William Primrose 2/6

PRÆLUDIUM
from the E major Partita for Solo Violin, edited for Viola by Bernard Shore. Piano accompaniment arranged by Frederic Westcott. . . . 3/6

ARIA WITH FLUTE OBLIGATO
Edited for voice, flute and piano by Matyas Seiber

CANTATA No. 170
(“Vergnügte Ruh”) for Contralto and Orchestra. Edited by Vittorio Gui. Full Score 15/-.

THE MUSICAL OFFERING
Orchestral version by Igor Markevitch, for Flute, Oboe, Cor Anglais, Bassoon, Violin, Viola and 'Celli soli, Harpsichord and double string orchestra. Score and parts for hire.

TWO IMPORTANT NEW SONG CYCLES
Aaron Copland
“TWELVE POEMS of EMILY DICKINSON.” FOR VOICE AND PIANO
"Expressive, varied, dignified and attractive, these songs deserve the most serious attention and frequent hearings. This song writing of the most distinguished kind.‖ — Daily Telegraph. “... a master's work.” — Daily Express
"These short epigrammatic lyrics of Love, Life, Nature and Death have been illuminated by music of most suggestive power. I cannot readily think of a modern song-cycle to equal Copland's." — Time and Tide.
"The vocal lines are extraordinarily free and expressive, and the piano parts—of equal importance—are their perfect counterparts. A really moving and significant work." — Musical Opinion
Price 10/-

Arthur Oldham
‘THE COMMANDMENT OF LOVE’ FOR HIGH VOICE AND PIANO
First performed by Peter Pears and Benjamin Britten at the Aldeburgh Festival, 1951.
"The text consists of six poems by the 14th-century mystic Richard Rolle—verse of great simplicity, sweetness, and passion, the feeling of which has been brilliantly caught in a 20th century musical idiom of no particular school. The words emerge unusually clear and intelligible from their setting." — Manchester Guardian.
"Oldham sets the verse simply, but with tension of sure direction and, in the actual simplicity (scalic melodic line and triad accompaniment abound), with a real and moving nobility. They sound to be good songs for singing." — The Times.
Price 5/-
BOHUSLAV MARTINU

"Comedy on the Bridge"

OPERA IN ONE ACT

Cast: Five singing and three speaking parts.

Instrumentation: Flute, Oboe, Clarinet, Bassoon, two Horns, Trumpet, Trombone, Timpani, Percussion, Piano, Strings. Duration 35 minutes.

"It is an opera practicable for performance by organisations and even artists of relatively limited capacities. . . . The score is very dextrous, spontaneous, unassuming, done with admirable simplicity, lyricism and wit." — "New York Times,"

". . . a delightfully satirical treatment of the action on a bridge in war time in which the characters are not permitted to cross to either side until one of the battling armies is victorious. The humorous situation has been invested with highly engaging tunes by the Czecho-Slovakian composer, many of them in strongly nationalistic vein. The ensembles are expertly written and effective." — "New York Herald Tribune."

". . . one of the most amusing new arrivals to brighten the operatic horizon in some time." — "Musical America."

"In den Ensembles erreicht die musikantisch frische und lautere Komödienmusik ihre Höhepunkte—es sei denn, man wolle als solche die parodistischen Militärmusiken ansprechen, die das Ganze auf ebenso sinnvolle wie amüsante Weise umrahmen." — "Neue Zürcher Zeitung."


Vocal Score (with English and German words), 20/-
Full Score and orchestral parts for hire.

LITTLE SUITE
FOR ORCHESTRA

from the opera "Comedy on the Bridge."

Instrumentation 1.1.1.1.—2.1.1.0 Timp., Perc., Piano, Strings.
Duration 6 minutes. Full Score 10/- Orchestral parts for hire.
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